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With the CSI Group managing your kitting requirements, you can eliminate
the multiple steps involved with procurement and storage of parts in your
stockroom and all of the necessary inspections that go along with it. Kits
are assembled and inventoried in CSI’s modern and efficient warehouse.
Kits arrive complete, spec-specific, and on time to your manufacturing
facility, ready for assembly and movement to production.

SOLUTIONS
CSI offers a solution to common kitting problems like incomplete or late deliveries, production disruption, stockroom inefficiencies,
and cash flow, in invoicing, and accounting backlogs. We provide additional lean practices in various processes and departments.
• CSI delivers complete kits on time, eliminating delivery
and production delays, keeping your inventory together
and production on schedule
• Inventory efficiencies improve—CSI will inventory your
kits, keeping stock stores accurate, uncluttered, and in order
• Procurement processes stay on track—CSI only
ships complete kits
• Place one PO rather than multiple POs—as your
one-source kitting solution, CSI supplies you with all
the components you need at one time

• CSI provides 100% on-time delivery to assembly, taking
guesswork out of forecasting and production cycles
• Eliminate incoming quality inspection—all vetting and
inspection is done before kits leave CSI
• Reduce your supplier base and increase productivity —
remove extra steps and processes that slow you down
• Save time, money, and resources on shipping—CSI
ships direct to your assembly or manufacturing site
• Improve cash flow—know what you need, when you
need it, and receive it as ordered

• Maintain the integrity of your kits—no need to rob
one kit to complete another—kits arrive intact
“CSI’s kitting program provides us with dramatic cost savings. We were able to reduce purchase order
requirements, reducing vendors from seven to one. Material savings alone are probably 12%-15%. With
CSI we were also able to increase efficiencies in quality control and inventory management, where CSI
provides us with 100% quality and 100% on-time delivery.”
– Chris Demko, Purchasing Manager

CSI GROUP IS YOUR ONE-SOURCE
FOR KITTING AND ASSEMBLY
SOLUTIONS AND ALL OF YOUR
PRECISION COMPONENTS
A Unique Business Model in the
Mechanical Component Industry

CSI ONE-SOURCE KITTING PROGRAM BENEFITS
Streamlined Ordering and Delivery
When you enroll into CSI’s One-Source Kitting Program, you’ll enjoy the benefits of streamlined ordering and delivery with reduced lead
times. CSI builds up their in-house inventories of your components, so your stock is available and ready to ship with quick turnaround
time. You make one order to CSI and they handle all the procurement and component manufacturing, so you don’t have to.
Intelligent Process Adaptive Control Technology (iPACT)
CSI tracks parts from first-piece inspection and throughout the production cycle using Micronite Data process control software, so
you know your components are created to top-quality specifications. This real-time data reveals how the part is running and gives
dimension readings and analysis, providing immediate feedback on any changes that need to be made during production, ensuring
calibrations remain to exact specs throughout the production cycle.
Certifications
Transparency and accountability are important to CSI and you. For any secondary processes your parts require—plating, heat
treating, passivation—we provide the proper certification.

THE BEST PROGRAM FOR YOU
With our years of experience and valued partners, all leaders in the high-precision component manufacturing segment, we can easily
find the one-source solution best suited for you and recommend options for your component and kit needs:
• Engineering assessments
• Cost-effective production locations
• Cost-savings ideas
• Engineering designs

• Sample parts

Contact CSI to find the perfect program for your company. Tell us what you need and we’ll work together to provide
you the best one-source solution.
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